Considerations for design and use of container challenge sets for qualification and validation of visible particulate inspection.
The major compendia require sterile injectable and ophthalmic drugs, to be prepared in a manner that is designed to exclude particulate matter. This requirement is satisfied by testing for subvisual particles in the laboratory and 100% inspection of all containers for the presence of visible particles. Inspection for visible particles is performed in the operations area using one of three methods. Manual inspection is based on human visual acuity, the ability of the inspector to discern between conforming and nonconforming containers, and the ability to remove nonconforming units. Semi-automated inspection is a variation of manual inspection, in which a roller conveyor handles and presents the containers to the human inspector. Fully automated inspection systems perform handling, inspection, and rejection of defective containers. All inspection methods must meet the compendial requirement for sterile drug product to be "essentially free" of visible particulates. Given the random occurrence of particles within the batch, visual detection of a particle in an individual container is probabilistic. The probability of detection for a specific particle is affected by many variables that include product attributes, container size and shape, particle composition and size, and inspection capability. The challenge set is a useful tool to assess the particle detection in a product, and it may also be used to evaluate detection of container/closure defects. While the importance of a well-designed challenge set is not always recognized or understood, it serves as the cornerstone for qualification and/or validation of all inspection methods. This article is intended to provide useful information for the design, composition, and use of container challenge sets for particulate inspection studies. Regulations require drug products intended for injection or ophthalmic use to be sterile and free of particles that could harm the patient. This requirement is meet by 100% inspection of every drug container in the lot and the removal of any defective unit before it is released for patient use. Great progress has been made through the creation of a harmonized method for the detection of small particles in drug product and universal recognition of container defects. Differing opinions concerning the conduct of large particle inspection have hindered the creation of a harmonized method. The absence of a standard method has created confusion that must be resolved for acceptance of drug products in the global marketplace. While the importance of a well-designed test set for qualification of these methods is overlooked or misunderstood, it can serve as the cornerstone for qualification of all inspection methods. This article is intended to provide valuable information for test sets used qualify inspection systems. The proper design and use of these test sets will provide clarity for inspection qualification, which can be applied to the inspection of commercial product.